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1. EKL – The association
 

 
Les Enfants de Kang Leu (The children of Klang

Leu),  EKL, a French-Cambodian NGO, was

established in 2006 in order to give access to

education as well as provide for food, medical and

social support to the children and the families in

need in Klang Leu village, Sihanoukville province,

located in the South of Cambodia.  

Currently, the centre can host
approximately 60 children daily and
provide support for their families.

In France: The EKL association is a “Loi 1901 Association” (a charity non-profit

association that does not have any commercial business and does not make any

profit). Registered since 2011 as W923001813. All board members are volunteers and

do not receive a salary nor refunds for expenses incurred.

In Cambodia: Since 2016, EKL is a registered NGO with the Ministry of the Interior for

Cambodia under the following number: 010 �បក
The board members in Cambodia do not receive any form of remuneration nor

compensation with regards to their responsibilities in the Board.

Individuals hired and working in the centre receive either a monthly salary or an

hourly wage.

The association is non-political and non-religious both in France and Cambodia.

EKL-Enfants de Klang Leu does not own any real estate in France or Cambodia.

Funds: All funds come from donations made by private individuals, associations and

companies, mainly based in France.
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Location of the association: EKL Charity, Groupe 1 Village 3, Sangkat 1,

Sihanoukville- Cambodia

Enfants de Klang Leu, a few milestones:
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2006 2008 2011 2016 Since 2019

Anne and Jacques
Collineau discover the

conditions of great
poverty of the inhabitants
of Klang Leu and decide

to help them 

Opening of the
first daycare

centre

Registered as
''Association loi 1901'

in France 

Registered as NGO with
the Ministry of the

Interior for Cambodia

Daycare centre welcoming
up to 60 children from 18

months to 18 years old and
providing family support



 

2. Enfants de Klang Leu – 4 main objectives 

Our hands-on actions are based on four main objectives: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

 

A few key figures:
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Providing Social welfare and support for children in their

individual homes

The distribution of food (rice, noodles, oil, meat, fish,

sugar, condensed milk, eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables),

as well as lunch boxes. 

The follow-up for medical and dental issues as well as the

distribution of hygienic supplies. 

The repairs and rebuilding of homes, allowing families to

live in safe and decent living conditions.

Routine visits to families and in particular those families with the most pressing

needs.

Distribution of paper, pens and pencils and review sheets of basic school content.

Distribution of books from our library in order to enable children to continue to

read outside of the centre.

3. Important events for 2020 and reframing of priorities planned
for the year

 

2020 has certainly been a very different year!

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, as of mid-March 2020, the Cambodian government

ordered the closing of all schools and community facilities in the Kingdom. The

centre was closed twice, from mid-March to mid-July and from early December

2020 to early January 2021. During these times, no child was allowed in the centre.

During the times of closure, the team focused the daily

activities on the following:

 

The team also implemented the following:

The team also took this time to sort through and clean the center. The layout was

reorganised and the the wooden desks were sanded, polished and painted in

preparation for the children upon their return.  During this time, the team received

their full salary despite the decrease in hours actually worked.

Unfortunately, some of the priorities for 2020 were not implemented.  For example,

there was no increase in IT and English courses available. Planned workshops with

our local partners were also postponed until the centre resumes its normal activities

and schedule. 

Ongoing and

general

engagement from

the team during

lockdowns
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Access to the centre: We were able to extend, once again, the lease on the

house that we have been using since 2018. The landlord agreed to lower the rent

due to the healthcare crisis and the uncertainty around raising funds. 

Academic activities and school support: During the 6 months that the centre

was open, the children were able to participate in the academic activities such as

English classes, Khmer and math support, which took place 4x/week and were

offered to different ages and year groups. 

4.  Actions taken in 2020 for the 4 main objectives:

a. Educational programme at the centre and access to the school

The size of the house enables us to welcome 61 children, aged 4 to 18. During

the academic year, 2 children were forced to quit school by their parents because

they needed them to go back to work and contribute financially due to the loss

in revenue having lost their own jobs. These situations are heart-breaking, when a

child starts to generate an income and becomes more independent, it is unlikely

he/she will come back to school.

 

When the centre was closed, children received books from the library as well as

drawing material and basic review sheets.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to keep children motivated when homework has to

be done at home. Furthermore, they are only a few parents who know how to

read and write, and they are unaware of the importance of homework.

ALL TO SCHOOL, 

for a better future !
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Computer classes:  Mr. Bora, our computer

teacher since 2018, gave 5 classes per week, while

the centre was open. These classes are after school

activities providing an opportunity for high school

students to attend as well. Students show progress

and are always very motivated and eager to

participate. 

At the end of the year, a generous donation

allowed us to purchase new computers; we are

now able to provide one computer per student

during class. 



School access: For the past 15 years, EKL has provided uniforms, shoes,

backpacks, school material and notebooks to all children during the week before

school starts. 

Library access and reading classes at the centre: This activity was reduced in

2020 given other more pressing demands. The children needed more support in

terms of food and hygiene and less resources were allocated to reading classes.  

Food: We provide breakfast for the children that arrive at the centre very early as

well as for those who stop by on their way to school. This service is for the

children who did not get breakfast or dinner at home, either because of lack of

means, the absence of their parents or were simply forgotten. 

The vegetable garden: Since 2019 the vegetable garden has grown

tremendously, thanks to our tireless gardener and the children, who are

passionate about this activity. We expanded the garden in front of the house and

this has allowed us to grow more vegetables than what we need. The surplus was

given to families in need. Everyday, small groups of children go to the vegetable

garden to work together. They are incredibly proud when the harvest comes!

2020 is no exception, 54 children joined the school, 29 boys and 25
girls. 
26 of these students were following a high school level curriculum and we

mentored and guided two high school graduates to prepare for their university

entrance in January 2021. Both these girls are now sponsored by private donors

for their fist year at the university.

 

 

b. Food, healthcare and hygiene
 

Lunch is abundant and balanced, taking advantage of what the garden offers

in terms of fruits and vegetables, children love it! In order for the children to learn

how to cook and eat well, we encourage them to assist with the preparation of

the meals. 

A healthy mind 

in a healthy body
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Food distribution and lunch boxes: While the centre was closed, the team

worked to organise a weekly distribution of rice, noodles, meat, dried fish, eggs,

oil, sugar, condensed milk, fruits and vegetables, to all families. 

Powdered milk supplements, milk for infants and small children: 3 infants

received monthly powdered milk and/or milk carton allotments. This enabled the

mothers to decrease or stop breast feeding, which can be tiring or very

complicated when the young mother has to go to work. 

In order to ensure children had access to at least one balanced and proper
meal per day, we supplemented the distribution with lunch boxes prepared at

the centre. Children came in small groups to guaranty proper social distancing.

No less than 47 children came every day to pick up their lunch boxes. 

Regarding the wellbeing of the children, in 2020 we had an increase in cases of

dengue and rubella during the rainy season. 10 children needed hospital care

and medical treatments which EKL paid for in full. Overall the children are in

good health, which has been greatly supported and enhanced by spending time

at the centre, having access to balanced meals, good hygiene, proper care of

small cuts and scratches and skinned knees, and the opportunity to rest in a

peaceful and safe environment. 

 

Dental care: We were able to offer dental care even when the centre was closed.

The amount set aside in early 2020 allowed for all dental check-ups and follow-

up care needed. Your generosity paid in full the expenses for 84 visits to the
dentist. 
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Healthcare and hygiene: We are strong

proponents of proper body and dental hygiene

for all the children of the centre. We offer three

time slots during the day for showers, so that

every child has the opportunity to take good care

of themselves. All hygiene products as well as

tooth brushes and tooth paste are provided by

the centre. Children can also bring soap bars

home. 

The centre is the place

where children learn about

self-care,  their health and

their body



Recreational and artistic activities at the centre: While the centre

was open, all the children were able to enjoy the various activities

offered: painting, drawing and handicrafts remain the popular classics.

This year we offered a sewing class in which children, boys and girls,

brought a damaged piece of clothing and learned how to mend it. 

Sports: While morning dance, beginner Khmer traditional dances and gymnastic

classes are always attended by children full of energy, soccer practice as well as

ping pong remain their favourite sports. We purchased a new ping pong table

which allows the children to play big tournaments when the soccer field is too

wet due to the rainy season. 

Family social support: The children we work with at the centre generally come

from underprivileged families, with very challenging financial, social and

intellectual means. Thanks to EKL, these families have access, all year round to

food, healthcare as well as a decent home to live in. Every year we fix or rebuild

houses. This year 3 families benefitted from improved homes, either fixed or

rebuilt. 

c. Art, sport and recreational activities
 

Board games, puzzles and card games are always in high demand, in

particular the UNO game!

 

d. Family support 
 

Various sports

and recreational

activities 

 adapted to

children's age
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An increase in hardship in 2020:
The support offered by EKL was

greatly increased during the Covid-

19 crisis. Several families lost jobs

and regular income, they were

unable to cover small food

expenses or purchase basic

equipment for their homes. The

team worked meticulously to

identify 30 families that were in

severe distress and were

potentially endangering their

children’s welfare due to unsafe

living conditions. 

 



 

5. The volunteers of Klang Leu

Benedicte and Eglantine, 2 nurses, came from France to spend 1 month at the centre

and volunteer. The team and the children learned about first aid and how to take

care of small cuts and wounds. We took this opportunity to improve the hygiene

standards regarding the washing of hands, the kitchen as well as the bathrooms.

Benedicte and Eglantine made a huge difference in particular during this difficult

period of healthcare crisis. They also reminded everyone how to use and maintain

the first aid kit. 

Our two nurses worked a lot with the children on mental wellness and the release of

emotions.They used pictures and drawings instead of words, allowing everyone to

point at drawings to express how they felt. This proved to be very effective and easier

than having to communicate verbally when emotions are too big or when words are

missing.

In addition, they assisted the local team for daily tasks as well as with games and

sporting events. There were many joyful moments shared with the children filled

with laughter, compassion and respect!
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Setting up a compost to enrich the vegetable garden’s soil

Sporting activities in English 

Yoga classes and other forms of body awareness classes

Music initiation using 10 different musical instruments brought by an orchestra,

and the discovery of music instruments across the world

English language lessons around a handicraft class

The use of a variety of media and projects done by the teenagers in which they

took pictures of the center and created a variety of videos representing life in the

centre and the neighbourhood. 

New sport activities including swimming

Development of the vegetable garden

The set-up of a rain water collection and purification system

Unfortunately, because of Covid-19, quarantine and confinenent measures, we had to

cancel 8 groups of volunteers, who were planning to come to the centre and work

on the following new projects:

We sincerely hope to be able to welcome all these volunteers in 2021 to implement

these wonderful projects.
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6. Budget analysis 2020 
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The lower rent as of July 2020.

The lower costs for the new school year which did not take place in November 2020

and postponed to January 2021. This means that we may have 2 “back to school”  in

2021.

The lower costs for transportation. We no longer need to rent vehicles thanks to the

tuk tuk purchased at the end of 2019.

The lower costs for equipment in the center, as most of the equipment was

purchased/acquired in 2019.

Salaries for employees. This was a very important objective for us that was discussed

in 2019 and was one of our priorities in 2020. In January we adjusted salaries to meet

the average salary of other workers performing equivalent tasks for Cambodian

NGOs.

Support for families and the distribution of food was increased by 50%. The

pandemic has lead to several families falling far below the poverty line raising

extreme concern for their safety and wellbeing. As of the 3rd week of March 2020, 

 we organised a schedule for the distribution of food boxes to be taken home to

provide balanced meals.

As a reminder, all funds used by the association come from private donations,

associations and companies mainly based in France.

With respect to our 45 600 USD provisional budget for 2020, our expenses for the year

were 40 258 USD, 11% lower than planned. 

The breakdown below illustrates this:

However,  we increased expenses in the following areas in 2020:

The amount of donations received in 2020 allowed for these expenses to be covered,

and the surplus enables us to look towards 2021 with positivity and hope to consolidate

our existing actions and implement new projects. 
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Welcome more children into an even more spacious center; 

 Educational activities offered at the centre as well as school access and   

 

7. Projects and provisional budget for 2021

In addition to everything that has been accomplished we wish to:
 

 which implies, that we will need to move and incur an increase in rent.

       support towards higher education.

      

     Hire a full time English teacher in order to develop a

higher level of English and provide more classes and

activities. 

      Pursue IT classes and monitor the student’s progress in

a more detailed manner.

 

      Continue the workshops with local NGOs and focus on

young adult themes, (prevention).

 

 

Support and guide young adults in their pursuit of a higher education.

Monitor and assess the levels achieved in the final years of High school.

Bring everyone to standardised levels and assess the student and family’s

genuine interest and motivation to further their studies (Professional,

Technical, University). In this context, develop our relationships with these

educational institutions. Help with the application process, find sponsors

to fund the admission fees as well as the necessary materials.

 

Develop the “young gardeners” project in order for interested children and

young adults to develop this skill in the centre and bring it into their

homes.

 

       Acquire more books selected

by the children and increase the

number of reading hours for

individual and group reading

In 2021, more learning

and more 

prevention 

workshops
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Food, medical care and hygiene

Art, sports and games 

 

  Guarantee access to well balanced, healthy and varied meals 
           throughout the year; incorporating a vegetarian day per week which will     

           include a plant-based protein.

 

        Offer more cooking classes for young adults.

 

       Develop a compost and improve the quality of the soil for our vegetable

garden; To create more diversity in the meals, try planting new fruits and

vegetables, with the help of the children.
 

      Continue check-ups at the dentist and create 2 annual

workshops with the dentists team to improve oral health and tooth

brushing.

 

            Update vaccinations for all the children.
 

        Encourage and educate proper hygienic habits both in the centre and at

home. Increase the distribution of hygienic supplies.

 

Recruit a sport teacher to implement age-appropriate activities in 

both sports and games. This will provide students with physical activities

enhancing their physical wellbeing and exposing them to new and diverse

sports in addition to ping pong and soccer.

       

     Develop our Repair and Reuse project (mending of used clothing for 

            continued use).

 

        Increase the use of recycled and reused materials in the Arts and Crafts

Workshops 

 

Towards more sustainable & green projects !
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Vaccination 

for all !



Family support

Welcome more volunteers

       Increase social support to families in dire need because of extreme

poverty and social and family fragility. Closely monitor and follow up families

at risk. 

 

        Increase the amount of food supplies as well as the number of food

boxes for even more families.

 

           Prevention and guidance for the following: hygiene, pregnancy, family

planning, breast feeding for young women and mothers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope that the sanitary conditions will improve and that quarantine 

          confinement measures will lighten up in 2021, so that the 25 volunteers that       

          are waiting to contribute their time will be able to join us. All these people,    

          who are incredibly generous with their energy, motivation and talent make a 

          huge difference in the lives of these children as well as the proper functioning  

          of the centre.
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Budget forecast 2021
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All children join us to thank the friends of EKL, sponsors, associations,
partners who motivate and support us. Thanks to you, we continue to
implement our actions and develop new essential projects for the
future and the well-being of the children.
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Contacts
Headquarters in France

15 rue du Docteur Kerjean

29200 Brest - France

https://lesenfantsdeklangleu.org/

ekl@lesenfantsdeklangleu.org 

Les Enfants de Klang Leu 

LinkedIn

Headquarters in Cambodia

Groupe 1, Village 3, Sangkat 1, 

Sihanoukville – Cambodge

https://lesenfantsdeklangleu.org/
http://lesenfantsdeklangleu.org/
http://lesenfantsdeklangleu.org/
https://www.facebook.com/lesenfantsdeklangleu/
https://www.facebook.com/lesenfantsdeklangleu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ekl-les-enfants-de-klang-leu

